Vulcan Materials
Corona Stone
Haulage Vehicle
Control Measures
2019
Convex Wide-Angle Mirrors
Convex Wide-Angle Mirrors

- Placed on haul road as well as throughout plant where visibility is limited or where blind spots exist, and in areas of high traffic
- Provides mobile equipment operators a 160-degree view to reduce the risk of near misses and collisions
Station Signs
Station Signs

- Placed along haul road where blind spots exist
- Mobile equipment operators use radio communication to call out station number upon approach to increase awareness of additional vehicles in the area
- Spaced every 500’
- Initially placed for operators to communicate their positions
Traffic Crossing Signage
Increases awareness of all mobile equipment operators, as well as customer trucks, that heavy equipment crosses in this location.
Safety Flags
Increased visibility and awareness of smaller vehicles traveling in areas where heavy equipment is being operated, specifically in areas with stockpiles and berms